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Abstract: With the advent of high-resolution digital terrain
data, detailed information on terrain characteristics and on
scale and location of geomorphic features such as channel
networks is available over extended areas. Our ability to
observe landscapes and quantify topographic patterns has
greatly improved, but challenges remain in the analysis of
high-resolution topographic data; the presence of features
such as roads, for example, challenges classic methods for
feature extraction and large data volumes require
computationally efficient extraction and analysis methods.
Moreover, opportunities exist to define new robust metrics
of landscape characterization for landscape comparison and
model validation.
In this presentation, I will cover recent research in multiresolution and objective analysis of high-resolution
topographic data. I will present how the powerful
combination of new data and new methods can be
exploited to deepen our understanding of hillslope-channel
process and form, and to evaluate the dynamic interactions
with climate, vegetation, soil properties, and other
environmental factors. I will also show how the analysis of
the probability density functions of topographic attributes
such as slope, curvature, and topographic index contains
useful information for feature localization and extraction.
The analysis of how the distributions change across scales,
quantified by the behavior of modal values and interquartile
range, allows the identification of landscape characteristic
scales, such as terrain roughness. Finally, I will show how
the use of high-resolution topographic data can greatly
improve the prediction of inundated areas during flood
events.
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